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During the 1990s, writing center literature (Cogie; Jackson;
Pemberton; Conway; Neuleib and Scharton; Larrance and Brady) and
online discussions examined the benefits and drawbacks of conference
summaries. As Eric Crump reports, this particular online discussion
thread lasted for a full two weeks because for so many writing center
practitioners and directors there is "a continuing concern . . . about their
roles in their institutions and their relationships with other players in the

institutional game" (8). Indeed, most of the discussion has centered

around the issue of whether to infonn faculty of student visits to the
writing center. This debate, Dave Healey suggests, "gets at the very heart
of the mission and purpose of a writing center. What is the writing center?
Is it an extension of the classroom, or is it an alternative to the classroom?"

(qtd. in Crump 7). Where individuals have positioned themselves within
this debate reflects their belief that the writing center should function as

either an extension of or an alternative to the classroom.

Both missions ("extension" and "alternative") reflect fundamental assumptions about how authority is created within the student writer.

This is not surprising because the concept of authority is central to our
work. Since the mid- 1 980s, when individuals such as Kenneth Bruffee,
Tilly and John Warnock, and Stephen North offered their ideas about what
a writing center is/should/could be, the concept of authority has played a

key role in how we define ourselves. We have used the concept of
authority as a way to distinguish between the writing center and the
composition classroom. We have touted that the writing center provides
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an "alternative" context for learning, a context that places the student at
the center of learning and attempts to invest the student with a sense of
authority.
What strikes me as I reflect on the discussion surrounding the use

of conference summaries is the limited way we have looked at the issue
of authority. The majority of our discussion has focused on what happens
to the conference summary after it is written - that is, who is privy to the

information. The assumption is that a correlation exists between those
who see the writing center as an extension of the classroom and those who

believe that faculty should be informed of student visits to the writing
center, and vice-versa. Yet, regardless of which position is taken, both

maintain that the opposite position is undesirable because it reduces
student authority. Rather than continuing this line of discussion, though,

I would like to suggest that our discussion take a slightly different

direction.

Writing center practitioners Janice Witherspoon Neuleib and
Maurice A. Scharton suggest that conference summaries function as a
form of ethnographic field notes because these summaries provide a way
to study student culture from within that culture. Ethnography is appealing

as a research methodology because it seems less entrenched in authority
than earlier positivist research methodologies. Unlike the earlier methodologies that placed the researcher in the obvious position of authority by
giving him or her the power to interpret the culture according to his or her

own culture's point of view, ethnography attempts to take a position
within that culture in order to study it. But the amount and kind of
interaction with the culture can differ dramatically from one fieldworker
to another and from one tutor to another. I maintain that the interactive

stance a tutor takes in relationship to student culture influences the kind
of narrative the tutor chooses to write on the conference summary. I have

found that both students and tutors resist conference summaries. Yet, I
suggest that they resist not for the reason we have commonly assumed that they are concerned whether faculty members are privy to this
information. Instead, I propose that students and tutors resist conference
summaries because they maintain a hierarchy between student and tutor.
Warnock and Warnock suggest that every effort should be made
to identify victimizing actions in the writing center if we are to restore to
students a sense of their own authority. Unfortunately, one of the things

we have not examined (that I conclude is a victimizing action) is the
narrative convention(s) that tutors use to tell what happened during the
session. Ultimately, I propose we need to embrace the resistance that
tutors and students feel toward conference summaries and rethink how
tutoring sessions are "written up."
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Alternative Choices

During the 1990s, many writing center practitioners began to
question whether helping students to become members of academic
culture actually creates a sense of authority in students. They began to
question what it means to provide an "alternative" learning environment.
Is it enough to offer peer tutoring collaboration? Is this collaborative
pedagogy even an alternative to the peer response groups now used in the

composition classroom? Is this pedagogy really egalitarian? In 1987,
Trimbur questioned the compatibility of the terms "peer" and "tutor." He
concludes that the tenus are contradictory because there exists "a certain
institutional authority in the tutors that their tutees have not earned" (23 ).
This difference in authority subverts the "peerness" between the tutor and
the student. Similarly, Dina Fayer concurs that the terms "tutor" and
"peer" are irreconcilable. As she explains it, "When I hear the word tutor ,
I think of authorities who teach other individuals better proficiency in their
area of expertise" (13). Muriel Harris also points out that because the tutor
and tutee assume quite different roles during the tutoring session, the
relationship between them is not reciprocal. For example, both the student
and the tutor focus on helping the student find answers (10).
Perhaps the most scathing attack on the notion of "peerness"
comes from Nancy Grimm. In her recent Good Intentions: Writing Center
Work for Postmodern Times, Grimm contends that the emphasis writing

center practitioners have placed on "peerness" has caused tutors to

become oblivious to the differences that exist between them and the

students they tutor. She refers to Iris Marion Young's work which posits
that every relationship is asymmetrical because each participant has a
particular history (Grimm 111). Unfortunately, we are often blind to this

asymmetry, and this blindness can be detrimental to communication. A
projection of similarity can cause tutors to not really listen to differing
perspectives and/or to misrepresent the other's situation. Grimm con-

cludes, "whether or not a writing tutor feels she is in a position of
institutional power, the students who walk into a room institutionally
labeled 'Writing Center' automatically construct the tutors sitting inside
the room as having institutional authority. Establishing a peer relationship
with that construction is difficult, if not dishonest and impossible" (1 13).

Or in Andrea Lunsford's words, "the rigid hierarchy of teacher-centered
classrooms is replicated in the tutor-centered writing center in which the

tutor is still the seat of all authority but is simply pretending it isn't so"
(40). In short, each of these practitioners suggests that this learning
environment, contrary to Bruffee's idealized version, is anything but
"alternative." The writing center is simply functioning as an extension of

the classroom.
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Instead of attempting to empower students by helping them
become members of the "fraternity," these writing center theorists advo-

cate an alternative mission, not simply an alternative pedagogy. They
contend that the writing center provides an alternative not when it furthers
the social agenda of the university, but rather when it encourages students

to recognize and critique the hierarchical power relationships that exists
within higher education. Grimm proposes that instead of encouraging
students to revise their papers to tell the teacher what she or he "wants to

hear,"
a writing center can be a place where students . . . find opportunities

to discuss the ways that standard English is frequently linked to
practices of literacy that exclude and devalue other literacies. The
writing center could be a space in the university where students . . .

can discuss the possibilities and impossibilities of negotiating cultural . . . conflicts. ("Rearticulating" 544-45)
Grimm illustrates her point by providing a brief description of her work
with an African- American student named Hajj . In a draft of his paper, Hajj
had used his dialect to describe events from his childhood. After discuss-

ing his options and the possible consequences with Grimm, he chose not
to change the dialect. Not too surprising, Hajj 's paper was marked down
for issues of diction. Contrary to how the situation at first appears, Grimm

maintains that she did not do Hajj a disservice. Instead, she helped make
visible certain expectations within academic culture about literacy so that
Hajj could make an informed choice whether to resist. In this manner, Hajj

developed a sense of authority (Grimm 544-54).
Cooper provides another example of how tutors can help students
gain a sense of authority. She cites Alice Gillam's strategy of encouraging
students to see the dissonances in voice within their papers. Rather than
subduing these dissonances in an attempt to make the students' experiences fit the conventional interpretation, tutors encourage the students to

use their experience to complicate the conventional interpretation. "Tutors build personal relationships with their students," Cooper explains,
"and come to understand how their students' lives and experiences shape
their writing practices" (109). Cooper also advocates that tutors should
empower students by unpacking assignments: "I would like, for example,
to see writing center sessions sometimes focus on the critical reading of
the syllabuses and assignments that students are given to work with so that

tutors could help students see what subject positions are being offered to
them in these texts and what spaces are left open in which they can
construct different subject positions" (109).
In addition to an alternative mission, Grimm suggests a reconsideration of peer tutoring pedagogy. Rather than insisting that tutors operate
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under the guise of a peer relationship with students by following a
minimalist "hands-off," no-editing approach that keeps the distance
between tutor and student by not allowing the student to be privy to the

same information as the tutor, Grimm encourages tutors to acknowledge
that their positions are privileged and that these positions can blind them

to other perspectives. Furthermore, she suggests that writing center
directors change their recruiting practices to include tutors who are not
peers, who do not mirror the mainstream - hiring people from diverse
majors and not screening applicants for their high GPAs (Good Intentions

114).
One other way that practitioners have rethought what it means to
be alternative is in the use of conference summaries. In contrast to those

who see the writing center as an extension of the classroom and, thus,
"share" conference summaries with faculty, Pemberton labels those who
see the writing center as an alternative as "seclusionists." These practitioners argue that because the writing center is not there to serve, back up,
reinforce, or complement the classroom, it is not the faculty's business
whether their students visit the writing center. More importantly, making

faculty privy to conference summaries violates student confidentiality.
Faculty notification compromises students' sense of authority because
students no longer have the ability to speak freely for fear that their
exploratory remarks and writing experiences will be "reported" (13).

Student Authority Intimately Connected to Faculty
While this links the decision to inform faculty to the center's
mission as an extension or alternative to the classroom, I do not wish to
advocate one or the other position. In fact, I would suspect that many
writing center directors would not feel comfortable identifying them-

selves exclusively as either "sharers" or "seclusionists." Many of us
position ourselves somewhere along a continuum between the two. For
instance, although we may define our mission as alternative, we may
inform faculty of student visits, and although we may define our mission

as extension, we may not inform faculty of student visits. My point in
articulating the debate in this manner is to illustrate how student authority

is a central concept to each position. Both sides contend that their stance
creates student authority, but more importantly, both identify student
authority only in relationship to faculty.

Anneke Larrance and Barbara Brady found that "faculty" were
cited repeatedly in responses that writing center directors gave to their
survey on written conference summaries in August 1993. In their survey
of 484 they found that 35% of centers do not follow up tutoring sessions/
conferences with some sort of written report (3). Although time, money,
and staff were cited as the most frequent reasons for not using conference
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summaries, the second most common reason given was protection of
students' privacy from faculty. Furthermore, of the 65% who do send out

conference summaries, 91% do so to improve relations with faculty

members. These numbers reveal how the discussion about conference

summaries has become consumed by what has been interpreted as the
primary determinant of student authority - the issue of informing faculty.
We have not, instead, looked at the effect of summaries on student writers'

sense of authority.
Before Pemberton introduced the "sharer" and "seclusionist"

terminology in 1995, practitioners such as Peter Carino, Lori Floyd, and
Marcia Lightle had begun to argue that conference summaries resulted in
decreased student authority and, therefore, were detrimental. In 1991,
they explored the use of conference summaries as a tool to create a "sense
of professionalism" within student tutors (2). The conference summaries
included a two-sentence statement about the session written by the tutor,
followed by a request for the faculty member to respond. Upon sending out

the conference summaries, only 10%- 15% of the faculty responded.

Because of this lack of faculty response, Carino, Floyd, and Lightle
conclude that the conference summaries are unrewarding and, therefore,
must fail to create a sense of authority in the student tutors. Their
assumption is that authority is granted student tutors by facility.
In fact, Kim Jackson points out that tutors not only find confer-

ence summaries unrewarding, but actually resist the summaries because
of their potential to undermine tutors' authority with faculty members. In

her 1996 article, Jackson acknowledges the anxiety felt by a tutor who
knew that "something she dashed off would be used as proof of her ability"

to professors (12). Many of the tutors also emphasized how conference
summaries undermine the authority of the students whom they tutor. The

tutors mentioned "how timid some students are to reveal what they don't
know, and how they would or might be embarrassed if their instructor
were to know they don't know 'some of the basics'" (12). One particular
tutor even suggested that making faculty privy to conference summaries
undermines a student's authority with the tutor because it forces the tutor
to assume the role of an informant, rather than peer.
Jane Cogie's "In Defense of Conference Summaries" is primarily
aimed at seclusionists such as Carino, Floyd, Lightle, and Jackson who
assume that tutors and students resist conference summaries because the

summaries undermine their authority with faculty. Cogie shares the
results of several surveys she conducted on the campus of Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale that counter this assumption. In answer
to the question "What drawbacks, if any, do you feel conference summaries have for you as a tutor?" the 1 5 tutor-respondents mentioned such
things as "time taken from session," "difficulty in deciding what to

include," and "redundancy in successive reports" (64-65). None ex-
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pressed concern about how faculty members would perceive them. In fact,
26% indicated that one of the benefits to conference summaries was a

"chance to create dialogue between teacher and tutor" (64). And contrary
to Carino, Floyd, and Lightle's conclusion that conference summaries are
unrewarding because faculty do not respond, Cogie found that 100% of
the tutors asserted that the Center should continue to use conference
summaries, regardless of whether faculty respond to the summary (57).
Cogie further reports that of the 30 respondents who completed
the student survey, 1 00% answered "none." She acknowledges, however,
that 5 of the 30 respondents did not consent to have conference summaries

sent to their instructors despite feeling that the summaries would not
impact their relationship with the instructors. While on the surface this
lack of consent may appear to be a form of student resistance, the reasons

given by these students do not reveal resistance. Students chose not to
inform faculty "because they felt the information would not seem relevant

to their instructor" and "because the writing reviewed was not related to
a specific course" (58). Only two students responded that they chose not
to inform the faculty member "because they were unsure how the work
summarized would be perceived by their teacher" (58).
The responses that tutors gave to the question "What drawbacks,
if any, do you feel conference summaries have for your tutees?" suggest
that tutors perceive a higher level of student resistance than that indicated

by students. Of the 15 respondents, 67% answered "none." The other
responses echoed the tutor responses reported by Jackson: "possible
intimidation of report sent to instructor," "possible concern for confiden-

tiality," "possible misconceptions by tutees that writing center visit

perceived as negative" (65). Cogie maintains that this resistance (or
perceived resistance) to conference summaries can be lessened if the
center receives the student's consent to send the summary to the faculty
member, thus giving the student the authority to determine the relationship with the instructor.

This approach for dealing with student and tutor resistance to

conference summaries is now fairly commonplace. Glenda Conway
raised the issue on WCENTER and received 20 responses: 8 "stressed that
reports were sent to faculty only with students' written permission" (11).

Other variations to student consent were given: "One respondent indicated mixed feelings, but said her Center sends reports unless students
request that they not be sent. Another said that he didn't routinely send
reports, but that he will write one at a student's request" (Conway 11).
Likewise, Larrance and Brady found that "71% [of writing center directors] allow students to choose to keep the information confidential" (6).
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The Tutor as Sole Author(ity)
What Larrance and Brady find ironic, though, is that aside from
being involved in the decision of whether to inform faculty members of
their visits to the writing center, students are rarely involved in any aspect

of conference summaries. Only 19 of the 104 schools that prepare
conference summaries "directly address the student writer or include the
student in the conference follow-up process" (6). Larrance and Brady

define "directly address" as writing and/or receiving a copy of the
conference summary and further found that in addition to providing only
the faculty member with the conference summary to faculty, "overwhelm-

ingly, tutors write the follow-ups" (6). Thus, they ultimately question
whether this could imply that students are not responsible for their own
writing.
Larrance and Brady's findings are consistent with the dozen case
studies of university writing centers in Writing Centers in Context. Each
case study provides a description of record-keeping procedures used by
that particular writing center. The following describe how some of these
centers record fieldwork on paper:
To communicate with the teachers of the students who use the lab,
we have a two-part noncarbon form. On that, we summarize what

was worked on in the tutorial. ( Purdue University 23)
On the left side [of the tutor report] is a checklist and on the right

is a section for written comments . . . because faculty often do
not . . . know the terminology we use in our reports. ( University

of Toledo 74)
[TJutors keep logs for their students. ( Medgar Evers College,

CUNY 43)

Each time a tutor sees a student, she fills out a form that includes
general information about the student, the date of the session, and
the content of the tutorial. ( Lehigh University 93)
Conference notes indicate the name of the student and the tutor,

the student's classification, the course for which the paper is
being written. Tutors also indicate the main focus of the confer-

ence ... a paragraph or two summarizing the conference and
indicating any problems she may have encountered while talking
with the student. ( Harvard University 125)
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[T]he student who expects to visit the Center several times during
the quarter fills in a time card and sets up a folder where work in

progress and tutor notes can be filed ... at two-week intervals,
teachers receive a computer printout. ( Utah State University 207)
Reviewing my own Writing Center handbook, I found that I, too, provided

a similar description of how record-keeping occurs:
After each tutoring session, the tutor will complete a tutoring
form that records the name of the student, the date of the session,
the time of the session, the particular course, the instructor, the
work that was accomplished during the session, the due date of the
assignment, and the signature of the tutor. The white copy of the
form will be sent to the faculty member, the yellow copy will be
kept in the Writing Center, and the pink copy will be given to the
student.
While we may disagree on whether to inform faculty members when their

students seek assistance in the writing center, one common trend is
noticeable: in each writing center the tutor is the one designated to
complete the form and write the narrative. "We summarize"; "terminology we use"; "tutors keep logs"; "she [the tutor] fills out a form"; "tutors
indicate"; "tutor notes"; and "the tutor will complete." I contend that
conference summaries (authored solely by the tutor) construct and maintain one particular academic hierarchy - the hierarchy that exists between
student and tutor.

That studies show tutors support the use of conference summaries
seems to suggest that they accept both the conference summaries and their

role as authors/authorities. The actions of tutors suggest otherwise: they
resist conference summaries, albeit in more subtle ways. I overheard the
following conversation between two tutors, prompting me to explore this
resistance:
Tutor #1 : What are we supposed to do with this tutoring form?
Tutor #2: You fill it out at the end of the session. But you have to

be careful because many times the person you're tutoring will
grab the form away from you and attempt to fill it out.

#1 : So what do you do?
#2: 1 just fill out the form after the student leaves.
#1 : But what about giving the student the pink copy?
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#2: 1 just throw it away. This way, it doesn't cause a problem and
I can tell the professor what we really covered during the session.
I was curious how many other tutors simply threw the pink copy

away. Thus, in the days following this exchange, I questioned all of the
tutors about how they fill out the tutoring form. I discovered a surprising

(or perhaps not so surprising) correlation between the amount of experi-

ence a tutor had and whether or not the tutor filled out the form in the

presence of the student. The tutors who had worked in the Center less than
six months always filled out the form in the presence of the student, while
tutors who had worked in the Center more than six months filled out the
form in the presence of the student only fifty percent of the time. All five
tutors who had worked in the Center for two or more years never filled out
the form in the presence of the student and threw away the pink copy.

The Tutor as Ethnographer
The "extension" position maintains that the tutor is a peer with the
students and is a member of student culture. Conversely, the "alternative"
position maintains that even though the tutor lives with students, differences exist between what the tutor identifies as student culture and what

the student identifies as student culture. That is, there is no one generic
student culture to which all students belong or one generic academic
culture to which all tutors and teachers belong. Despite these different
interpretations of the tutor's interaction with student culture, both posi-

tions still place the tutor in the role of ethnographer: since the tutor is
supposedly in the best position to study student culture from that culture's

point of view, that tutor writes the description of the interaction that

occurred.

Theorists and practitioners have assumed that the tutor-as-ethnographer is able to provide a "more faithful" interpretation of the
interaction between student and tutor because the tutor assumes the

position of participant-observer during the tutoring session. However,
Bishop alerts us to the shortcomings of ethnography (13). Van Maanen
points to the enormous variation in how fieldwork is conducted (9), since
the amount and kind of interaction differs significantly among those
conducting ethnographic studies (2). He further describes the two most
common ethnographic genres written by fieldworkers, both of which
accentuate a separation between the fieldworker and the culture that
ultimately places the fieldworker in the position of authority.
The first genre described by Van Maanen is "realist." He considers this to be "the most prominent, familiar, prevalent, popular, and
recognized form of ethnographic writing" (45). The fieldworker speaks of
the culture, but is a passive observer2 who simply shares what he or she
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has experienced. The narrative assumes "good faith" on the part of the
fieldworker. Whatever the fieldworker observed during his or her stay in

the culture is similar to what any other well-trained fieldworker would
observe. The "good faith" of the fieldworker is further enhanced by the
narrative conventions of the realist: avoiding the first-person pronoun,
using an institutional voice, and letting the representation stand for itself

(46). These conventions give the impression that the fieldworker has
located the subject's point of view and has interpretive omnipotence (an
interpretive frame that the subject is unable to achieve) on his or her
"graduate training, academic affiliations, and impersonal disciplinary
interests" (46). Thus, although the realist claims that his or her narrative
is written from the culture's point of view, the fieldworker readily admits
to not being of that culture. It is almost as if the fieldworker is saying, "it's

not my perspective" but "theirs" (64). The fieldworker makes a deliberate
distinction between his or her culture and the culture being studied.
Many writing center directors have unwittingly encouraged tutors to create realist narratives by directing them to "summarize what was
worked on," "use a checklist, record the nature of the work," "keep a log,"

"fill out a form that includes the content of the tutorial," "record a
paragraph or two summarizing the conference," "record notes about the
session," and "record what was accomplished." Tutors then operate under
"good faith" that what they write is what any other tutor would write about

what happened during the tutoring session. Some directors may even
attempt to facilitate "good faith" by offering extensive training in how to

write conference summaries and periodically reviewing conference summaries for appropriate institutional voice (i.e., no surface errors and
diplomatically worded sections) (Cogie 50). Tutors are reminded also to
include information about how things were discussed so as to "reveal the
roles that the student played in the conference . . . students recognizing a

problem, setting an agenda, or employing a strategy" (Cogie 51; my
emphasis). In other words, tutors are encouraged to avoid the first-person
pronoun (and perhaps all pronoun references) and simply to "record" what

happened.
Tutors working in a center that functions primarily as an extension of the classroom may be particularly drawn to the realist genre
because they have been trained as members of the academic community
who have the ability to decode the conventions for students so that they can

become members, too. Grimm suggests that this "academic community"

suppresses any discussion of conflict between academic culture and
student culture(s) ( Good Intentions 87). This sense of community is

heightened by the continual emphasis on the "peerness" between tutors

and students.

Thom Hawkins suggests that "a peer tutor, unlike a teacher, is still

living the undergraduate experience. ... the tutor is not so far along as to
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have forgotten what learning how to cope with the system is like" (30).
Hawkins' qualification is an important one: "the tutor is not so far along
as to have forgotten. . . ." But the tutor has learned to cope with the
system - and perhaps not just cope with, but become a part of it. Tutors'
success in coping gives to them the sole authority for recording what
happened during the tutoring session because they have "been there" and
have the interpretive omnipotence that the students lack.

The second ethnographic genre Van Maanen discusses is

"confessionalist." Whereas the realist narrative is told from the perspective of a passive observer, the confessionalist narrative is told from the
perspective of an active observer. Van Maanen describes the confessionalist
as a "foxy character aware that others may be intentionally or unintention-

ally out to deceive him or withhold important information" (76). This
awareness often gives the fieldworker the impression of being somewhat
schizophrenic, swapping the role of insider and outsider within the culture

being observed. One moment the fieldworker claims "I'm a native" and
the next moment separates him- or herself from the "natives."
Practitioners who advocate that the writing center should be an

alternative to the classroom may need to encourage tutors to tell

confessionalist narratives. While tutors in an "extension" center are not

encouraged to acknowledge the political dimensions involved in telling a
realist tale, in the "alternative" center the tutors are highly encouraged to

acknowledge the political dimensions. Tutors are made cognizant of how
their particular histories and perspectives are different from the histories

and perspectives of students they tutor. The "academic community"
metaphor is exposed as a mechanism of institutional power. This difference is a significant one, according to Van Maanen, because it signals

another kind of narrative. Conference summaries allow tutors to "con-

fess" what the "student-made-me-do" and to emphasize that their work
with the student is incomplete. Tutors use pronouns (first and third person)
to clearly distinguish the student's point of view from the tutor's point of

view. Like realists, then, confessionalists make a clear distinction between "us" and "them," creating a hierarchy between the students (who
may be deliberately trying to deceive) and the tutors (who are trying to be

as honest as possible).
Resistance, Albeit Subtle
Van Maanen prefaces his Tales of the Field with the statement "I
was told by my worthy academic advisors ... to simply 'write up' what
I had 'discovered' in the field as if what was then in my head (and field
notes) could be uncorked like a bottle and a message poured out" (xii). In
similar fashion, in the Writing Center at my university I had told the tutors

to "simply write up" what happens during the tutoring session. Like Van
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Maanen, the experienced tutors questioned the simplicity of this feat.
They perceived, as did the tutors in Cogie's survey, that the summary
causes problems for many students. Many of the tutors had worked with
students who had attempted to "grab the conference summary and fill it
out." What the tutor writes on the form has the potential, as one tutor
pointed out, "to reinforce or deconstruct what the instructor thinks." An

experienced tutor explained that students "get all paranoid" (resist) when
the tutor fills out the conference summary because "they think that the
instructor will think they're stupid."

While the "new" (less experienced) tutors followed the guidelines given in our Writing Center handbook and filled out the conference
summaries in the presence of the students they tutored, the more experienced tutors wrote them after the students had left the Center so they could
tell, as one tutor stated, "what we really covered during the session." This,

despite our stated policy.
Most likely, these experienced tutors were astutely aware of the
perceptual differences between a tutor's interpretation and a student's
interpretation because of a previous experience last year: a student came
into the Center and loudly announced that if the Writing Center director

would "sign off on her paper," her instructor would give her an A. Very
quickly, several pieces of information surfaced: ( 1 ) The instructor had
given the student a C- on her paper. (2) She told the instructor that she had

come into the Center for help and a tutor had not found any of the
grammatical errors. (3) The instructor told the student that she should
show the director the paper and tell the director that she had worked with
a tutor who did not find the errors. (4) If the director would sign off on the
paper indicating that she, too, did not see any errors, then the instructor

would give the student an A on the paper. I referred to the copy of the
conference summary regarding this particular session. The summary
indicated that the student had come to the Center for help thirty minutes

before her paper was due. I read the tutor's narrative: "glanced over sub/
verb agreement; rearranged paragraphs into chronological order and
added example of dog's death." The form revealed that the tutor felt other

problems (such as organization and clarification) needed more attention
during this short period of time rather than grammatical problems. The
tutor even acknowledged in writing that he and the student "rearranged"
and "added," but only "glanced" at subject/verb agreement.

The experienced tutors who remembered this dilemma were
afraid that many instructors like this one would judge them to be inadequate if a student turned in an assignment that had any mistakes or errors;
therefore, they felt the need to indicate very clearly on the form what was
and was not discussed during the session, a task they felt that could not be

done in the presence of the student. Given this stance by the tutors, I
suspected that the stories they wrote on tutoring forms written in the
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presence of students would differ from the stories they wrote on tutoring

forms not written in the presence of students. I pulled several tutoring
forms from our files. (It was easy to distinguish which forms were not
written in the presence of students; tutors had filed the yellow copy into

our files without even detaching the pink copy.) Comparing the forms, I
discovered some remarkable differences in the type of narrative written:
Comments on forms written in the presence of the student:
"worked on MLA documentation"

"discussed symbolism in 'A Rose of Emily'"
"edited paper for fragments"
"made an outline for the research paper"
Comments on forms not written in the presence of the student:

"student not very receptive to my comments - in a bad mood"
"unprepared for appointment"
"she had difficulty in understanding the assignment"
"we didn't have time to finish the entire paper"
The conference summaries that were completed in the presence
of the students (per the Writing Center handbook instructions) reflect
realist narratives. The comments seem to be written by an objective scribe

who is "reporting" what happened and is letting the representation stand
for itself. Very few of the comments include any pronoun references, and
the comments take on the impersonal voice of the institution. Conversely,
the narrative conventions used on conference summaries not filled out in

the presence of the students reflect confessional ist narratives. Most of
these comments use a mixture of personal pronouns, illustrating how the
tutor is swapping back and forth between being an insider ("we") and an
outsider ("I," "the student"). Comments clearly indicate how the students'
attitudes and/or preparation impeded the success of the tutoring sessions.

Some of the comments also "confess" that the session was incomplete.
Van Maanen suggests that these two ethnographic genres can be
seen as part of an evolutionary process - from realist to confessional. As
he explains, realist accounts were used exclusively by anthropologists
untilthe 1960s. In fact, this particular method simply became known as the

"anthropological method." In the 1960s, however, anthropologists began
to write about and analyze their fieldwork. Confessional tales were "a
response to the growing importance and penetration of European social
thought in American social science" (74). In particular, anthropologists
began to feel the implications of interpretive procedures such as phenom-

enology, hermeneutics, and semiotics, and, thus, began to question the
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objectivity of the fieldworkers' observations. Anthropologists began to
acknowledge how "missing data, incompleteness, blind spots, and various
other obscurities are admitted in the account" (91).
As the more experienced tutors began to acknowledge "missing
data, incompleteness, blind spots, and various other obscurities," they too
"evolved" into using confessional tales. Unfortunately, as Van Maanen
points out, both ethnographic tales accentuate a separation (and, thus, a
hierarchy) between the fieldworker/tutor and the subject/student that
ultimately places the fieldworker/tutor in a position of authority. The only
difference is that the realist (the less experienced tutor) is oblivious to the

hierarchy or politics and so fills out the conference summary in the
presence of the student, and the confessionalist (the more experienced
tutor) is, on some level, aware of both of these also, and so does not fill
out the conference summary in the presence of the student. Consequently,

the conference summaries counteract the sense of student authority that
had been so carefully established during the tutoring sessions; the gap
between student culture and academic culture is neither bridged (the
"extension" position) nor embraced (the "alternative" position). Instead,
the gap is widened.

Jointly Told Tales
If we desire to construct and maintain a sense of authority within

students (especially after tutoring sessions), we must redirect our discussion to examine how the author of the conference summary (predominantly, the tutor) affects the tutorial as well as the follow-up. Granted,
many of us have attempted to reduce the hierarchy between tutor and
student by having the tutor fill out the conference summary in the presence
of the student so that the student knows what is being written. For instance,

Larrance and Brady are convinced that "students should be included as
readers" of conference summaries (7). Many writing centers, including
the Center where I tutor, purport to provide the student with a copy of the

conference summary so that she or he can reread and refer back to the
tutor's comments. But as I discovered, this provides no assurance that the
student is actually a reader of the conference summary or has actually
received his or her copy of the summary. Furthermore, being a reader may
not provide the student with any sense of authority because even if she or
he disagrees with what is written, there may be no recourse for changing
it. Marie Maclean provides some insight into the disenfranchised position
of reader by making a distinction between the passive listener (reader) and
the active audience member. The passive listener accepts the storyteller's
authority and thus assumes the scripted role that the storyteller places
upon him or her, whereas the active member may or may not accept the
storyteller's authority and thus intervenes in the storytelling (1-3). There-
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fore, to regain a sense of authority, the student in the writing center must

actually participate in the storytelling.
To encourage student participation in conference summaries,
many writing center tutors confer with students when they write confer-

ence summaries. As one tutor in Cogie's survey stated, "I always ask the
student to participate in the summary. I don't want to send something to
the teacher without conferring with the student" (57). And although Cogie
never actually says that conferring with students is part of SIUC Writing

Center's procedures, she does seem to suggest this when she claims that
"conference summaries are, in my experience, worthwhile since they can
provide for students and tutors, consulting on what to include, the chance

to reflect on their sessions" (48). Indeed, many writing centers (mine
included) encourage students and tutors to confer on what to include in the
conference summaries. What this "conferring" amounts to, however, may
differ radically from center to center, and in most cases it is still the tutor
who actually writes (authors) the conference summaries.

In "Live and On Stage," Thomas Hemmeter uses Maclean's
performance theory as a way to help tutors acknowledge the power
relationships that exist between them and the students they tutor. Hemmeter

has tutors tell stories about their tutoring sessions during tutor meetings.
In order to reflect on the various roles of the participants, perhaps thinking

of alternative narrative structures that could have been used during the
tutoring sessions. They discover, along with fellow tutors, that "students
often refuse to cooperate with the tutors' narrative of events ... the

storyteller's 'myth of possession and control'" (37). These comments
provide insight into the written stories that tutors write on conference
summaries. If neither person takes sole authority for the narrative, then
they can produce a "jointly told" report, a genre in which authority is
dispersed between the fieldworker and the subject (Van Maanen 1 36). Not
too surprising, the majority of students in Cogie's survey thought that the

conference summaries should be changed to include a section for students
to note their perceptions about the tutoring sessions. So even though some
writing centers have students complete pre-session forms about what they
want to work on during the tutoring session (as indicated in Larrance and

Brady's survey results), students also seem to want to participate in the
post-session writing of conference summaries.
Conway shares a unique email post that she received (and now
implements in the University of Montevallo Writing Center) that offers a

model for the jointly told narrative: "Several semesters back, this Center
had devised an informal process that gives students the responsibility for
writing the reports their teachers receive. 'Then,' wrote this director, 'if
the tutor agrees that the student's description represents the session (or as
much of it as the student wants to reveal), he or she signs the form'" (11).

Obviously, in addition to both individuals signing (authoring) the form,
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the most significant difference in this model is that the student writes the
tale in consultation with the tutor (not the reverse).

Many might immediately raise objections. Indeed, as Van Maanen
explains, "the jointly told tale brings the fieldworker to the brink of ending
'the game' and admitting (in theory anyway) that some natives are as able
to represent their culture as is the fieldworker (if not more so)" (137). The

tale forces the tutor to acknowledge that, as suggested throughout The
Practical Tutor , the student's judgment is often more accurate (and more
important) when assessing the session, than the tutor's. Elbow declares,
"We play a substantial role in constructing what we see. . . . When we see
an animal way across the field and cannot quite tell what it is, we often use

a kind of 'seeing-as,' or 'believing' process" (272). In much the same
way, the tutors must believe that the students they tutor have authority, that

students can accurately recognize when and how learning has occurred.
Unlike the realist and confessionalist genres, "jointly told tales respect the

authority of natives and at least attempt to bridge the gap between two
meaning systems of equal validity (but not always with equal power)"
(Van Maanen 137-8). Jointly told tales prompt tutors to move beyond an
us/them mentality, helping tutors and students bridge and/or embrace the

gap between student culture(s) and academic culture.
Conclusion

Tutors are often given the sole responsibility for recording the
interactions that occur with students. Such responsibility encourages
tutors to replicate the hierarchy of the teacher-centered classroom. If the
goal of writing centers is to encourage students to see themselves as active

participants in the creation of knowledge and imbue a sense of authority
within students (whether this is defined as helping them write like faculty

or helping them recognize the hierarchical power relationships that exist
within higher education), we need to reexamine how conference summaries written by tutors (realist and confessionalist narratives) promote an
us/them mentality between academic culture and student culture. If
writing centers are to continue to offer a pedagogical alternative (however
we choose to define that), our administrative procedures must also reflect

to students that tutors are collaborators. We must embrace the resistance
that students and tutors alike feel toward realist and confessionalist

conference summaries, and instead we should encourage students and
tutors to create jointly told tales. Otherwise, our conference summaries
risk diminishing the sense of student authority that is established during
the tutoring sessions. In short, we must be willing to believe that students

can be active participants in the creation of knowledge, not only in the
tutoring sessions, but when they walk out of our writing centers.
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Notes

1 In "Lessons of Inscription," Peter Vandenberg makes the astute
observation that much of the literature in writing centers illustrates
"the way in which academic hierarchies are constructed and maintained
via the privilege of written discourses" (64). He refers to the various kinds

of inscription used: conference papers, a press, academic journals,
specialized dissertations, and training curricula. One kind of written
discourse he fails to mention is our conference summaries.
2 In particular, James Potter identifies three kinds of interactive

positions in An Analysis of Thinking and Research About Qualitative
Methods: passive observer, active observer, and active participant (94).
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